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Best Practices: 01 

 

1. Title: Approach to the cultural environment. 

2. Objective of the practice: 

In today generation students are mostly focus on science and technology. Due to 

the rise in science &technology, cultural activities are coming down among the new 

generation, they don’t contribute towards the cultural activity and they don’t puts efforts 

on their inner talents. 

The objectives of this practice are as follows: 

 Creating cultural environment among the students. 

 To get to know the inner talent of the students. 

 To develops a friendly environment inside the campus. 

 

3. The context: 

Our college is located in an industrial area, where we can find students from 

different caste &religions. Drama is such a literature form by which we can find out the 

students inner talent like acting, singing, dancing, script writing, playing musical 

instruments etc. 

Through hosting drama we can create a positive & creative vibe among the students. 

4. The practices: 

Namrup College believes in teaching through practice and also focus on the co- 

curricular activities so that students can balance between their academic carrier and 

socio-cultural environment. 

Students of Namrup College always shows interested towards the practice of fine 

arts and cultural activity, because of the student eagerness Namrup college Art Forum 

host a  3 days’ workshop on “Drama” Inviting a resource person namely Mr Debabrat 

Mahanta, Principal of Jorhat, NityaVidyalaya. In the presences of resources person, 

students get train on the different aspects of “Drama” He also taught the students how to 

participate and enjoy on the team work to get the definite goal. During the period of 

workshopthe resource person create a friendly and cheerful environment among the 



students. On the end of the workshop a musical drama “Be Bold for Change” was played 

by participant’s students on the auspicious occasion of “International Women Days”.  

 

5. Evidence of success: 

With the help of this program, we came across that these kinds of cultural 

activities will help us to find out the inner talents of the students So that in future these 

students get success on their talent. Beside the formal education, we hope such activities 

will encourage the students to parallel carry down the cultural activities. 

 

 

   

6. Program encounter & resources required: 

In future Namrup College Art Form is planning to host various kinds of activities 

for the students, but if there is a lack of fund it’ll be not possible to host such kinds of 

cultural activities for the students. 

 

Best Practices: 02 

 

1. Title of the practice: Tree plantation 

For the maintenance of green and eco-friendly environment in the college campus 

and adjoining areas, Namrup college authority has formed two society- Botanical Society 

and Green Life Society.  

2. Objective of the practice:  

Tree plantation activity carried out by the college with the following aims and 

objective- 

a. To increase awareness to the society in the importance of plantation and saving 

trees. 

b. To express our concern to the environment. 

c. To reduce the negative effects of climate change. 

3. The context:  



Since Namrup College is located in an industrial setting area, air pollution as well 

as water pollution is the major problems. In such situation saving old trees and sapling 

plantation is one of the promising steps to overcome this problem.  

4. The practice: 

a. Efforts are made by the college authority to protect the existing trees in and 

around the campus as the college has Botanical Garden with a total of 77 numbers 

of fruit yielding and medicinal plant species. Since there is limited space at the 

campus we have limited plants; but with sustained efforts sapling plantation was 

made in our adopted villages of Ghini and Kawoimari. The trees are being well 

maintained jointly by villagers and college authority.  

b. Special guest lectures are conducted with the objective of making students aware 

about the role of green plants in reducing environmental pollution and 

maintaining ecological balance.  

c. College authority has been developed a tradition to felicitate guests by greeting a 

sapling or potted plants. This is a step towards the direction to promote 

environmental consciousness.  

5. Evidence of practice:  

Management of existing trees in the college campus has facilitated to the school 

students of the adjoining area as it become the learning center for the purpose of field 

study and also through this activity we are able to convey fruitful communication 

regarding the importance of saving trees and sapling plantation towards the management 

of worse environmental pollution. 

6. Problems encountered and Resource Required:  

In addition to these initiatives, we can also perform many approaches towards 

green revolution. But due to financial constrain, such activities are yet to be executed. 
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